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Good Morning .. Welcome .. Mark and I have lots of interesting ideas to share 

We invite you to share your thoughts throughout ... with tweets ... hash tag ??
 
So when we’re finished presenting our ideas ... we’ll start with your tweets ... to get the discussion 
going. 
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Overview

First, I’ll cover ... Why NOW is a Good Time, with Healthcare Reform, to be thinking about resilience

Then Mark will describe some amazing military innovations around resilience

I’ll be back to describe an implementation plan to Transfer some of that empirically-supported  
“Positive Technology” to actually Living and Leading with Resilience - not just on one campus ... 
but multiple campuses

Then, we hope to get your feedback and any ideas you have about Resilience in University Settings



Most of Healthcare 

Environment Self Care Medical System

Clinical 
Prevention

Population 
Health 2004:  New Curriculum

(Sobel, 1995)

self-management skills = resilience

Let’s put Resilience into context to health and health education.

We in healthcare have always known that 75 to 80 % of healthcare is about good self care ... 
Self Care is the constellation of skills you use to manage your health.   But, as we’re all aware, you and I can KNOW what to do and even 
HOW to do it ... and then NOT follow through.
It takes Resilience Skills ... to ... in the face of stressful situations ... be able to tolerate discomfort ...  be MINDFULl in the moment ... to 
delay LONG ENOUGH picking up the cupcake, drink, or cigarette ... to INTENTIONALLY decide to initiate other self-soothing activities.  
You might think of Resilience as being the SECRET SAUCE of self-management.
And, it’s only in the last few years has  the Federal Government suggested a NEW curriculum .... that NOW shifts our attention from illness 
to prevention .... and from individuals to whole populations (like campuses ... or work environments ... or targeted groups.

Regardless of whether it’s about prevention or treatment, resilient self-management skills are always going to RULE how healthy people 
will be.  It is the secret sauce of healthcare.  And, it drives ME crazy that nowhere in ANY school do we  LEARN them!!



When THEY want it
evidence-based 

prevention & care

Self-Management Support
+

Promote Population Health 

Incentives are Changing

Modify Practice

‘Accountable Care’ 

But now, the Feds are using BIG carrots and sticks to change the practice of healthcare.

The carrot: Feds are now GIVING more than $3.8 BILLION to providers to adopt Electronic health Records ... 
BUT, in order to get that $3 Billion ... providers MUST show the electronics will be ‘meaningfully used’ ... to 
provide science-based self management support and population health promotion - online 

The stick  is called Accountable Care .. 32 organizations now are studying models for exactly how to hold 
clinicians accountable to keep their patient populations WELL. 
It’s going to be in clinicians’ financial interests ... to increase the resilience and well-being of the general 
population & their patients.



1.  Identify prevention and health promotion action steps
2.  Collaborate and partner across various sectors
3.  Use health communication to reach specific populations

Wednesday

Thursday

1. Create a learning community among all health professions
2. Disseminate innovative population health and prevention modules
3. Integrate multiple disciplines into prevention training and practice

Game is Changing

Health

Education

So, there is radical and rapid change going on ...

This week I’ve just attended the Fed’s  National Health Summit ... look at what their 3 goals were - 
Collaborate & take action to promote health - across sectors - and REACH OUT to the public with 
strategic health communication!

Then, the follow on annual meeting ... prevention teaching & research met -  and they’re NOW all 
about to create a learning community to disseminate NEW modules ... to learn prevention ...  and 
they want to include all the disciplines  - in training & practice. Still, these are just words ... I was the 
only psychologist among a sea of physicians.

So, that’s important to realize now how motivated everyone is .. the financial incentives are lining 
up .. in favor of integrating resilience and well-being into mainstream health education ...  and for 
including ALL disciplines and sectors (military/civilian/work/schools)!



New Solutions for Higher Ed

Gold 
Standard

And with these changes, many educational opportunities are opening up to NON-educational institutions!!

The IHI - Institute of Health Improvement is a TINY little non-profit ... not a medical school or university. Yet, look who their students are ... Saranya is a 
Med Student, Liam is Nursing Student & Desiree is a Business student ... all from fine schools.

Hundreds of these kinds of students are seeking training here .. because the IHI has earned the incredible reputation for saving millions of lives ... and 
these students know that they will not just learn quality improvement skills BUT apply them (learn & SERVE). 

Because when you apply a validated protocol  for applying QI in hospitals (i.e., improve the # of staff washing hands before entering a patient room ... 
keep targeting 10% improvement ... you SAVE lives).

The BIG news is ... NOW ... this little MEDICAL school is REQUIRING for graduation that students complete NOT just a course, but a full Certificate from 
the IHI. 

So that tells me ... if you can implement or  ‘bottle’ your effective training that includes SERVICE ...  you VALIDATE its effectiveness AND you improve 
health by applying it ... then there’s a market for it ... 

So, think about if you bottled the secret sauce for health - effective resilience training - Positive Technology -  that’s what I’ll cover later.



51% 
of the world

will be ‘flourishing’ 
by 2050!

Resilience & the Military

Marty Seligman, PhD
2011 Keynote @ CCT

‘Positive Technology’
Comprehensive Army “TRAIN-the-TRAINER” Program

Findings:  Able to train Drill Sergeants skills to spread resilience

Meanwhile ...  Many of us share Marty Seligman’s dream - to have at least 51% of the world 
flourishing by the year 2050. Last year at this conference, he shared how he’s testing out a train-
the trainer program for the Army. And, when I asked him if he thought we could use his training to 
train students to be peer-leaders, he was agreeable. So, more on that later.

I’ve had the privilege of teaching at the Uniformed Services University ... AKA ... the Medical School 
for the Military ... and am in awe of both the DoD and VA’s innovations and many, many strengths.
Universities & the military (DoD and VA) are enormously rich in resources - human capital, 
knowledge, & innovative technologies ... and.  



DoD are Leaders in Medicine 

 Training

Practice

Leading Edge Training

Knowledge

Service

Uniformed Services University
“Medical School for the Military”

Unfortunately we tend to remain in our silos - so civilians are not sharing those strengths. For 
instance ...  for over a DECADE they’ve been extraordinary LEADERS in using Telemedicine in 
training, practice, and service ... their work is well-published ... but civilians have been INCREDIBLY 
SLOW at transferring their knowledge.  

So today, I’m hoping we might discuss some ways to break down some barriers to collaborating & 
communicating across our sectors .... because AGAIN, the military is involved in AMAZING real 
breakthroughs ... out of necessity .... 



 DoD now Leaders in Prevention

Substance Abuse ... PTSD ...  Depression ... Divorce ...

They have very weighty challenges ... which they are targeting with laser-like attention ... I think 
the number of suicides outnumbers those lost to battle ... still, as a clinician, I’m not as fond of 
graphs & stats as I am of real people ... these losses - of real family members are real human 
tragedies.

So, my hope is that out of these tragedies ... we ALL learn deeply from them ... and DON’T allow 
the incredible breakthroughs coming out of the military’s knowledge of prevention gets BURIED in 
their military Journals  



Learning from the Military
about Resilience

Mark Bates, PhD
Defense Centers of Excellence (DCoE) 

Director, Prevention & Resilience

That’s why I’m so pleased to introduce my colleague Mark Bates - retired Air Force pilot no less -  
who will share some GROUNDBREAKING knowledge & technologies from the DoD. 

He’s too modest to say this ... but, he is truly ONE of the imaginative innovators & LEADERS that 
have brought about whole new ways of thinking about health, healthcare, and resilience. And, his 
organization - even though it’s very new - is already winning awards for innovating with social 
media to reach out to the military population - wherever they are. 

So, without further ado ... here’s Mark ...



Transferring Positive Technology:
Resilience Training

Meredith Cary, PsyD

And so, now that you’ve seen the Total Fitness Paradigm ... you will probably agree that the sooner 
we’re able to transfer and translate into civilian society ... the sooner we’ll all be a lot healthier & 
happier.



Translating 
 ‘Total Fitness’ Paradigm

 
ANY educator

ANY time
 ANY place 
can LEAD 

Leverage technologies (communication, information, learning) to 

Engage students in SHARED service-learning to compete to

Accelerate resilience in their communities +

Disseminate ‘what works’ for Total Fitness.

I believe that we can .. Not only transfer Total Fitness to campuses ... 
but, I’d like to explain how I think we all can SHARE in this translation ... 
so that hopefully, it will have greater ownership among us.

A lot to understand all at once - too much information TMI - I’ll give 
you the link later to the site that has all this and more information.



Civilian Social Norms are
NOT Total Fitness-Friendly 

Therapy v. Prevention Ask your Dr
Rx

Now
Buy

Sale

No ‘Science’ to translate 
Well-Being or Resilience

The beauty of this paradigm is it makes it so easy to show how backward our systems are and exactly where to intervene to change it.

For years, I’ve been saying to patients who come in depressed and anxious, if only we had a way of teaching you what you learn with me over these few sessions ... you probably would’ve never gotten sick to begin with.

In the Psychological Domain ... most, if not all people come in saying “I just want to be HAPPY or have a life worth living” ... they don’t JUST want to not be depressed or anxious. But unfortunately ... I do have very powerful “technology” that’s PROVEN to work to help them NOT be 
sick ... there’s been NO proven technology to help them be happy or have a fulfilled life.

In the Medical Domain .... we’ve not taught providers how to communicate well with their patients ... for self-management support ... One recent study documented that 50% of those with a chronic illness recently left their provider’s office not knowing what to do.

In the Behavior and Social Domain ... We know that people would move more if they had easy-to-access social support - like walking groups available to join ... but AGAIN, you have to be sick to access that kind of support ...  You can find an Alcoholics Anonymous meeting ... in any 
city at almost any time of day ... and get really good - PROVEN - support.

And our ENVIRONMENT has been made TOXIC by marketers. They prey on our kids - see it’s smart & cool to get addicted to a substance that’s harder to kick than heroin ... 

We’ve gotten brainwashed in this country ... for instance ... we can’t sleep without a pill ... last year 60 Million prescriptions were written for insomnia alone ... up from 47 million in 2009.  

 ... INSURANCE WILL pay for endless drugs (people get hooked) .. WON’T pay for the proven most cost effective fix - 6 sessions of CBT.

And .. Spiritual Domain ... the people I see downtown are very smart, Ivy League educated lawyers ... billing endless hours of work ...  who can’t figure out why they have this empty feeling inside ... certainly they’ve BOUGHT everything in sight ... they’ve lost their true compass ... 

How much quality time do you think they spend with their spouses, CHILDREN, and  friends. And yet again, the science of ‘meaning’ is pretty clear ... it’s about our social engagements - caring and being cared for.

AND ...  the scholarly journals are full of well-controlled studies that suggest that if we’d teach our students to use direct-to-consumer communication to communicate to their peers ... like “Ask your doctor ... for CBT for insomnia” ... it would work to drive consumer demand for what 
works ... But, we educators are ignoring that evidence ... at least, I don’t know anyone teaching that!
  
So, our social norms are all backwards ... and as you can probably tell ... it’s been driving ME crazy.



Authentic Happiness Coaching
Vanguard Class (2005)

1.  Assess your strengths 
2.  Deploy your TOP strengths
3.  Find others with complimentary TOP strengths
4.  Emulate paragons of strengths you need to develop

So, it was truly a breath of fresh air for Marty to offer his first course - which I took. 

There were about 300 of us listening to him by phone while we worked through his slides he put online ... for 1 hour of 
didactics ... He’d cover empirical bases for each of the positive psychology techniques - and assign homework - to practice 
that 1 technique for the week. And, his post doctoral fellow ‘met’ with 10 of us (we called them Pods) by phone another 1 hour 
that week to specifically process our reactions and questions to the homework.  

So, the most useful things I learned were these 4 things about strengths - which, I think you’ll see as we go, have had an 
immense impact on me and my thinking. And, then his newer book, Flourish, includes many of these skills.

The reason I’m giving you these details is ... it was the BEST skills class I’d ever taken, not because it was Marty, not because it 
was positive psychology ... but, because I got all the 1 on 1 attention I needed to learn how to perform the skill each week - 
and BTW ... I never wasted any time traveling through rush hour .. never met anyone face-to-face. About 1,000 other people 
eventually took iterations of this class - so I’m not the only one who REALLY benefited!

The lesson I learned from that is that - no question - you can teach SKILLS easily using distance education - which I reminded 
him of ...  ... when he was here last year.



How can Universities
 Transfer and Share 

‘Positive Technology’ across silos?
(sectors, institutions, disciplines)

We’re finding that we CAN 
train Drill Sergeants 

skills 
to spread resilience! 

So, last year at CCT’s conference, I went to Marty’s break out session ... and asked him if we might be able to train students like he was training Drill Sergeants .. paraphrasing ... 

“If he can train Drill Sergeants to spread resilience training to the troops ... we can train university students to be ‘lay-leaders’ to spread resilience into their communities.” 

In fact, the Army granted Marty $100 million because he’d ALREADY established that he could increase Freshman resilience at the University of Pennsylvania.

He built upon that training to use as a foundation for his current Train-the-Trainer model for the Army. 

So, what I’m suggesting is ... let’s bring Marty’s ‘Positive Technology’ (it’s a TECHNOLOGY in my mind, since it’s now PROVEN to work)  BACK to the university ... in its NEW iteration - a 
TRAIN - the - TRAINER model 

AND ... I believe ... that we can even systematically improve on it!!

So, I said to Marty last year ... I’d really like to do for your research intervention protocol what I’ve done with other intervention protocols ... to teach my ‘clinical skills course’ at the 
medical school for the military ... 

in other words ... 



Skills Course @ USU
2004-2010

Research-Based Interventions

Track Skill 
Improvement!!

Research-Based Skill Ratings

I used the exact research protocol - that therapist’s manual - PROVEN effective for PTSD treatment .. to teach those 
clinical skills to graduate students. So, week by week, we followed all 12 weeks of the intervention.

And, we used the exact same rating scale the researcher used for each different therapy session. Looking at item 1 ... 
that first blank would be to check to see if the student actually adhered to the protocol ... Did he ‘REVIEW the 
HOMEWORK’ like the manual instructed?   and the second blank rated how competent the student was for “REVIEWING 
homework”  1 - 7.   And so on.

THen we gave students plenty of practice - week by week. They charged their improvement and therefore gained more 
confidence in providing the treatment ... so they felt ready to use the treatment with real patients.



Standardize & Disseminate Training 
Across ALL Army Internships 

Lt. Col Holcombe, PhD
Army National 

Psychology Training 
Coordinator

 1. Face-to-Face?
2. Blended with eLearning?

3. Totally eLearning?
(2010)

Performance-Based 
Skill Training

360’ Feedback

Our students worked with actors playing a Vet with PTSD ... but the important thing here is that they 
learned the skill by doing - their video was accessible on the Web by the student, the professor, the 
teaching assistant, and their classmates -- all of whom used that rating scale to give feedback.

So, many of my Army students would graduate and then go to 1 full year of internship in the Army - 
where they get full time supervised experience. 

It didn’t take long for the Army National Director of Training wanted to disseminate this training 
throughout all internships ... the only questions we had were these 3 ... about how much to use distance 
education.

 



Don’t need a 

Medical School or 

Simulation Center

1.  Face-to-Face?
2.  Blended with eLearning?
3.  Totally eLearning?

Spread Resilience on Campus 
via Marty’s Train the Trainer Program 

Good empirical question!

Yes, write the
grant!

Russ Glasgow, PhD
Deputy Director, NIH 

Dissemination & Implementation Research

So, I said to Marty ... you do NOT need a fancy simulation center or med school to do this training - 
any little digital camera will do.

And, you can imagine when I asked Marty (remember he’s taught 1,000 students skills at a 
distance) ... which method he’d prefer ... the scientist answered:  Let’s test it!

And, if Russ Glasgow’s name is familiar - having developed the RE-AIM evaluation framework - I 
met with him and he said, “Of course, disseminating a proven train-the-trainer program in a 
University setting fits this bucket of money for Dissemination and Implementation perfectly.”

So, he’s still waiting for me to send that grant ... If you know of anyone who would like to be the PI 
for that grant, please let me know!



Spreading Resilience Training
on Campus

And so, Marty’s train-the-trainer program would be the resilience 
training we’d like to transfer to a University ... 

Now, I’ll describe the implementation plan for spreading it on campus .. 
and who at Mason has stepped up to be involved ...



4 Point Implementation Plan

  A course to spread resilience skills on campus
  Service-Learning connects to ANY Mason course     

  Social media to promote student participation 
  Action Research to measure impact + improvement

   
  Social enterprise to sustain it 

 

Semester
1 2 3 4

51% 
Flourishing

QI QI QI

Increase # of students participating

I’m going to show how I think 1 newly proposed course to spread resilience on campus, that has a service-
learning component, will make it EASY for any student from ANY other course at Mason to join.

(Remember the Institute of Healthcare Improvement Open School method ... the student learns a skill - then he 
applies it - as a service to the community - in this case, the community is the campus)

We’ll use social media to make it sexy to join

We’ll use ‘action research’ - not the kind that’s done in a lab - the kind that uses the real world to experiment to 
find out what works on campus ... we’ll use it to make sure we ‘do no harm’ and actually make improvements ... 
incrementally, semester by semester

And, we’ll use social enterprise -- that is ‘Doing Well’ (having a revenue stream) to “Do Good” (to sustain this 
over time)



Gary Kreps, PhD
Chair, Communication

COMM 820: Health Communication Campaigns

Easy!

popular

Fun!

Spread Resilience on Campus

I’m in!
Service-

Learning

Social 

Media

Games

Civic-Engaged Scholarship

So, when I showed Gary Kreps (Internationally-known Communication Scholar who established the National Cancer Institute’s Health Communication & Informatics 
Branch) these ideas, he said,

Oh, you mean you want to change social norms by way of a health communication campaign ... I’m IN ...

I audited his course that fall of 2009 ... and learned a lot ... briefly:  

if you want to change social norms .. the social marketing literature suggests you need to make your program for learning these skills really EASY for professors and 
students to join ...

and ... make it POPULAR on campus to be socially involved in it

and ... make the environment as FUN as possible

OK, so I then said, we’ll use Service learning to make it easy (more about that in a bit); Gary ... will you and your students be able to study how to leverage social 
media to make it popular - he said SURE - and then I suggested we could make the whole thing into a big game - Gary was all in with that.

Gary then said - AND, another way to get professor buy-in will be to use Civic-Engaged Scholarship (which is what I just called Action Research) ... that way ... each 
professor who might have a related research interest can join ... and be able to publish their findings as well as help the whole thing move forward ... based on 
empirical evidence ...

so, I said ...



Civic-Engaged Scholarship

Faculty Uses
 Action Research + 
Service-Learning

Impact 
communities; 

publish research for
advanced degrees + 

tenure!

Mark Thurston, PhD
Senior Fellow, CCT

New Century College
Curriculum Chair

 Yes, that could be an 
undergraduate NCC course, 

use service-learning + research,
 & be IRB approved by fall 2012.

At Mason?

Yes!  And, this organization I belong to CCPH has at least a decade of experience with using both service-learning and 
civic-engaged research to meet their requirements for tenure. 

For instance, students taking their courses are given the chance to OPT INTO applying what they learn in class ... by 
providing it as a service in the community ... that student gets the satisfaction of doing the service ... and as they 
MEASURE impact of their service ... they can publish along with the professor ... 

So, wondering how feasible this might be at Mason, I met with Dr. Mark Thurston who I’d met last year at his CCT 
break-out session - and was wonderfully welcoming ...

He thought that we might get all of this through the IRB in time for next fall.  

So, let’s take a look at how the course would work ... 



Proposed Course:  
Positive Health Leadership

L

L

L

Practice Skill #1

Recruit Team

LL

Objectives:
• Lead a team of peers - to be ‘totally fit’  (Train-Trainer protocol)

• Leverage the strengths of team members to accelerate 
resilience on campus  

Week 1 Week 2

L

Week 3

Teach Team Skill #1

L L

LL L L

Practice Skill #2 Practice Skill #3

ser
vic

e

class

The star depicts each student that takes this course. He’ll learn how to lead a team of peers  to be ‘totally fit’ - which would be a strict translation of 
Marty’s Train-the-Trainer manual.

And, he’ll learn how to leverage the strength of his team members to accelerate resilience on campus.

So ... the flow of the course .. would be like this ...

Each week in class ... each student practices how to lead a team in learning a resilience skill. 

Then, beginning in week 2, each student team leader begins his service ... first by recruiting his team members (more about how that happens in a bit)

By week 3, the student is now teaching his team Skill #1 that he practiced 2 weeks previously. And so, it progresses for 10 or so weeks - 1 skill per 
week.

Team leaders are getting that 360’ feedback because BOTH their practice in class and their practice in service is captured by digital camera.



Service-Learning = 4th Credit Option

Participate in resilience training ...

Any student can add 1 credit onto an existing 3 credit course

LEARN:  Student learns resilience skills ... to be totally fit. 

SERVE:  Student ‘shares his strength’ - principles from his 3 
credit course of origin. 

Professor (1) offers resilience training, (2) gets community-
based application of the principles he teaches, and (3) could 
do civic-engaged scholarship, if desired.

EASY!

Service-Learning
TEAM L

1

1

1
11

11
1

11

So, I first encountered this idea of the 4th credit option, using it in a course I taught in the Nursing School at Georgetown.

Any student in a 3 credit course, with this option available, would be able to join a Positive Health Leadership student’s team.

What does he get?  He learns resilience skills.
What does he give - what’s the service he gives?  He applies learning from his course of origin (more about that in a bit)

What does the professor get?  Offers empirically-based resilience training ... able to teach the principles of HIS course at the 
APPLICATION level of learning ... - performance-based learning ... and, if he’s inclined to use civic-engaged scholarship, this gives 
him like a ready-made learning lab 

So, you may wonder like I did ... which faculty at Mason might want to do to civic-engaged research or have hands-on component to 
their course ...



Would Mason Faculty Join?

Turns out that here again, there was this wonderfully welcoming woman, a staff 
member - Janet Walker in Human Resources, who initiated this Wellness by Mason 
collaboration- 

This huge group of staff and faculty includes these departments and colleges ... with 
many faculty who are interested in increasing their annual Fitness Challenge - 

Turns out many of them would want to join if their students could encourage their 
‘teams’ to compete - which would be ideal for the positive health leadership teams - 
to apply their resilience skills in helping them to maintain actual physical fitness goals 
that will be measured by those team members 



 Share Strengths - Discipline

Comm 432
Health Communication

+1cr
Leverage Social Media to increase 
resilience @ Mason

EDCI 490
Student Teaching

SPMT 201
Sport Management

RHBS 651
Research Methods

CHSS 310
Social Entrepreneurship

+1cr

+1cr

+1cr

+1cr

Leverage Games + Competition to 
increase resilience @ Mason

Leverage Physical Activity to increase 
resilience @ Mason

Leverage Research Methods to study 
impact of training @ Mason

Leverage Social Entrepreneurship to 
increase resilience @ Mason

As well, I had met several other faculty who had civic-engaged research interests. So, we know Gary would suggest that his students use this as an 
opportunity to learn how to leverage social media to increase resilience at Mason.

Then, Ken Anetta in Education came to Mason specifically to learn how to leverage games and technology to increase student interest in STEM...

I haven’t yet met Craig Esherick ... former Georgetown Basketball Coach ... I’m hoping that he or others in Sport Management might want to suggest that 
his students join to find ways to increase participation in the fitness challenge

Ali Weinstein in the Doctoral Rehabilitation program said, YES ... she’d love to participate ... she might ask her students to join in order to develop 
methods for measuring the impact of the Positive Health Leadership course on resilience at Mason.

Last ... Dr. Paul Rogers may be interested in having his students in social entrepreneurship join a team ... to develop figure out how business principles 
might be used to sustain the growing competition.  More about that in a bit ...



Spreading Resilience Training
to Other Campuses

So, there’s quite a lot of interest at Mason to accelerate resilience at 
Mason -- and then .. 
... some colleagues and I met an interesting person affiliated with 
Princeton ... which gave us an idea about how to advance this 
competition to OTHER schools ....



Team Mason v. 
Team Princeton

Fairfax Business-
sponsored

competitions 

Semester

 Why Social Entrepreneurship?

Sponsor Reward Points

fitness club free swim 
lesson

800

dog walker free pet stuff 600

restaurant free 
appetizer

900

Princeton Living Well

A support network that encourages 
people to manage physical activity 
& weight by offering discounts for 
‘fitness points’ - earned by healthy 
behaviors. 

Originally sponsored by NIH - Small Business 
Innovation Research Grant

Gary Kreps, my best friend and technology entrepreneur Scott Joy, & I were presenting at the mHealth Summit (mobile health) ... 

Scott meets this really interesting researcher - who presents one of his projects called Princeton Living Well. 

Turns out that in Princeton ... nearly everyone who provides a service - from doctors to dog walkers - to supermarkets ... have joined together 
and ACTUALLY achieved a truly Total-Fitness-Friendly environment. So, as you see, community members are ENCOURAGED to live well .... by 
redeeming points they earn for discounts - everywhere!!

And so, we thought that social entrepreneur students at Mason may be able to figure out a way to replicate Princeton Living Well ... so that Fairfax 
City Businesses will help sponsor our fitness competition ... 

And by the way, this NIH SBIR grant that initiated this is a much easier grant to get than any  other NIH grant ... and it will fund a project up to 
about a million dollars.  

So, BTW, Rick Weiss, the researcher CEO of PLW says to Mason ... Bring IT!



Pilot Service-Learning
2010

•  Survey 100 Freshman 
• ‘YES’ ... Most would opt into fitness competition ... 
service-learning credit + retail coupons  

•  Competition:  Campus Starbucks to Town Starbucks
• Measure:  QR code tracked team steps for coupons

•  Ran the pilot competition
•  QR tracked team points for coupons 
•  Winner:  $25 Starbucks gift card

Easy!

Writing for PR 
COMM 391

Health 
Communication 

COMM 404

Intro to 
Communication 

COMM 200

Fun!

We could build a community competition
 across several courses

Kathy Rowan, PhD
Professor, Communications

SO, Gary & I were inspired to use Princeton Living Well as a model for a few pilots we ran with Kathy, another faculty member in 
Communication.

First, Kathy offered her students in her Writing for PR course the hands-on option for credit to conduct a survey to see what would 
motivate Freshmen to engage in this fitness competition.  Turned out, 100 Freshmen very enthusiastically endorsed service-learning 
and discounts from Fairfax City restaurants as big motivators for joining.

Then, simultaneously Gary offered the hands-on option for class credit to design the fitness competition, building on the data from 
Writing for PR collected .... So, they tested certain messages as well as a game that Scott Joy introduced that used QR codes to 
electronically keep score of team points. And, they engaged Starbucks to participate.

Next, a student from Gary’s health Communication class that was getting course credit for designing the game then volunteered to 
ask her students (who volunteered) in the Intro course she was teaching to run the pilot competition. So, those students who 
participated in the competition ... walked back and forth between the Campus Starbucks and the Fairfax City Starbucks ... tapping 
their smart phone to the QR code. 

All in all, we all learned that it was easy to use service-learning to get participation by faculty and students and that it was fun to 
engage in competition ... to promote resilience on campus.  



Would Other Universities 
Compete to be 

the MOST Totally Fit?

Would you 
start walking to

make our Team the most 
Totally Fit?

#4
Would you encourage 

your faculty to integrate 
an intercollegiate 

competition into existing 
courses?

42 of 58 said YES!
Council of University Directors 

of Clinical Psychology Programs Survey
January, 2011

You might wonder .. would OTHER schools really participate ... other than Princeton. So, 
fortunately, I had the opportunity to present my course to this Council of University Directors of 
Clinical Psychology programs. 

They agreed to be surveyed ... and much to my surprise ... 42 Directors were very favorably 
inclined to participate ... by integrating the competition into their existing curriculum. 

And some of them actually volunteered to help validate that specific learning module for their 
clinical students.



Easy - Popular - Fun
to build an intercollegiate competition for the 

MOST Totally Fit?

More fun like
March Madness?

What if it paid for itself
NCAA sponsor?

Easy for 42 
schools to join? More popular 

via VIP’s?

And so ... now try to visualize ... and suspend critical thinking for just a second ... see what you think ....

What IF ... we really did make it easy for other schools to join - by offering them validated a service-learning module?

And ... What IF ... we took Gary’s recommendation to make the competition even MORE popular by partnering with other existing like-minded organizations ... 
an what IF ... like Marty and I were musing  ... what IF Mrs. Obama might join to make it even more popular (for military groups as well - given hers and Jill 
Biden’s interest in military families)

And ... What IF  ... faculty like Craig Esherick were able to make it even MORE fun ... by aligning our competition to culminate around the time of March 
Madness ... so ... we might leverage some of that energy for school pride around being ‘Totally Fit’ 

And ... What IF ... some outstanding social entrepreneurial students would be able to convince the NCAA that their brand could be enhanced by promoting 
‘Totally Fit’ campuses ... After all, the NFL has its health promotion for kids campaign?

What IF ... this became ... MASON’s “March Madness for Total Fitness” 

Would there be a Mason Leader - a Lead Organization ... a Lead Department .. or some group at Mason ... that would want to take the lead of this project?   

‘Cause right now ... there is no such Leader.



Summary

So, by the way ... that kind of thinking happens when you use the self-management skill of 
Problem-Solving ... in a Positive or Resilient way!!

You think about the BEST case SCENARIO ... and deploy your strengths as well as the 
complimentary strengths of others ... to  figure out the plan to do what it takes to get there!



Gold 
Standard

  Mason Could Set the Standard for 
Living & Leading with Resilience

 Validated Student Leadership Training in Resilience
 Continuous Improvement: Campus ‘Total Fitness’

 Social Entrepreneurship to sustain it
 Sponsored Competitions 
 Social Media Platform
 Capstone Project or Certificate 

So, bringing this back to the educational goal.

Remember that the IHI became the Gold Standard for training and providing service to improve healthcare ... and their actual 
result is that they continually improve their record ... so now, their new goal is  ... “Saving 10 Million Lives” 

So, by ‘Living and Leading’ in Quality Improvement ... the IHI brought into being a whole new educational market (a medical 
school outsourcing their education to a non-profit) that, before now, was unheard of.

So, I think that ‘Living and Leading’ (Training & Service) is the key to the educational gold standard ... and I believe it could be 
done for Resilience

by ... Validating a Student Leadership Training in Resilience ... that increases Total Fitness on campus, systematically with 
civic-engaged scholarship.

I’m not a business person .. however, it’s certainly conceivable to me that there are a number of potential revenue streams 
with which to sustain it - only 1 of which we’ve discussed. 

For more details on the others - refer to the website at the end of this presentation



 Transfer + Share 
Positive Technology for 

Living and Leading Resilience

Easy, Popular, + Fun
 

ANY educator
ANY institution
ANY discipline

ANY time 

to target populations
to be ‘totally fit’  

share a common path

Cross Military & Civilian Sectors

And, I’ve shared my ideas about how educators anywhere could cross SECTORS (military, civilian) and disciplines to target the 
same goal together - improve the ‘total fitness’  of communities (military members + civilians).

I’m amazed at how many people stepped up to collaborate ... there are quite a few still not mentioned. It’s noteworthy just to 
mention that even those interested in educating existing clinicians - that is continuing education units - have offered to help 
validate training to join this effort. 
An Example:
One organization in particular, Give An Hour, offered to make its group of over 5,000 mental health clinicians available as a test 
bed to validate a training for Continuing Education Credit ... They are interested in reaching out to military members in need of 
help who live in our towns and cities. They are a group that volunteers to donate an hour of their time a week to a military 
member with free service. 



Favorite Paragon

   We can tackle big social problems when we ...

  Work backward from a blueprint of the vision
  See meaning in the process
  Share the strengths of the whole community 
  Create our own wealth to sustain it
  Conveyed best practices by living them

Bill Shore, CEO
Share our Strength

You might recall ... one of the most valuable things I learned from Marty’s course was to emulate paragons - especially for areas in which you lack strength.

None of my top strengths include ‘Leadership’ ... and so my favorite is Bill Shore, a social entrepreneur whose non-profit has earned over $300 Million for hungry poor children.  That is - his 
Share Our Strength EARNED it ... not through donations.

Studied how the cathedrals were built - to understand how grand projects were accomplished over the span of more than 100 years - how did all of those people collaborate and sustain it?  
Many didn’t live to see the end result ...

but he learned these overarching principles were involved ...
The vision of the end result held meaning for people, even though they never experienced it.
   I believe this to be true ...  from my limited experience with students during those pilots with Gary and Kathy ... Those students were very enthusiastic and inspired by the potential of their 
work leading to a possible ‘March Madness...’

Sharing strengths with the whole community ...
   I believe, now after seeing how Princeton Living Well is still thriving .. way after the original grant period is over ... that if we provide the structure ... stakeholders (who isn’t a stakeholder in 
improving resilience?) will step up

Create our own wealth ..
   Again ... I so admire Bill Shore for his ardent work in exemplifying that modern non-profits need to ‘pay their own way’ ... we see with our worldwide economic picture ... it’s just not 
feasible to expect to live off donations

Convey Best Practices by living them
   Hats off to Dr. Don Berwick who founded the IHI ... and its continuing goal to Do Well & Do Good:  10 Million Saved Lives 



Discussion

DrCary@Mac.Com

https://sites.google.com/site/pearlatmason/


